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SEEDY TOE
Cause and Clinical features
Seedy toe is a mea.ly-oowd.ery type of broken down horn, it is a
fungus or an organism which thrives "1-Jithout oxygen. It can occur any-where r:round the wall a.nd can extend to the coronary border of the wall,
just leaving a cavi t_y beh;een the outf.r wall and the white line.
Seedy toe seems to be triggered off by inflammation caused by a number
of things such as grit working up the white line, the pressure of a clip,
the scalding of the foot with a hot shoe, a pricked foot, a nail bind or
even over-shoeing a foot with a shoe that is too narrow in width, and so
not offering enough suoport and bearing, can result in concussion, concussion can also be caused by a road stud that gives direct pressure in
one spot.
(

Seedy toe in itself does not cause lameness but a horse can become
unsound if a foreign body enters the cavity and puts pressure on the sensitive
structures. Soreness and bruising can also be oresent due to the fact that
the laminae in the region of the cavity have not got the full support of
the wall. If the cavity perhaps extends from heel(]_uarter to heelquarter
and the foot is not given enough support by the wall, the sole will then be
the main weight bearer thus causing extensive bruising.
Treatment
To erradicate seedy toe the cavity must be cleared out with a
searcher, making sure that no mealyhorn is left behind. There are different
ideas on what to treat the condition with, some advocate using a peroxide
solution to aerate the cavity, but I have had some success with a formalin
solution which kills off any bacteria present. The cav,ity if left open will
onJ.y collect grit or other debris, so must be lightly 'plugged with cotton
wool and 'Stockholm Tar'. To plug the hole too firmly may put too much
pressure on the sensitive structures.
Seedy toe can be cured without the use of shoes, but it can help to
give protection and support. Whether shoes are used or not the feet should
be trimmed so that they are balanced from toe to heel and from side to
side, also the feet should not be allowed to sprawl. Leaving an even
amount of wall around the bearing surface gives the horse something to
stand on. If the feet are trimmed in this way then there will be no undue
strain on any one particular part of the wall.
If the seedy toe ha.s left a cavit;y too deep to scoop out all the
mealyhorn, then the slightly more drastic measure of taking a section
of wall off, is the answer, as this will expose it to the air. Care 11Ust
be taken to gradually cut away the affected wall as it is very close to
the sensitive structures and one has no wish to cause unnecessary suffering
by drawing blood. Once. all of the powdery horn has been irradicated it
should be cut out a little further into the good horn to make sure .that
it is all gone. The edges of the sectioned out wall should be rounded off
with the searcher so that no grit etc, can become lodged in there. It is
advisable to have Veterinary supervision when undertaking this course of
action.

Seedy Toe

A shallow cavity is left after the degenerate horn has been scooped out.
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The exl)osed laminae although yeilding under oressure of a thumb,
secrete a horn and harden off within a counle of days. I have tried to
speed this up and seal the area by using a hot length of metal rounded
at the tip. But even though I cauterised it quickly, the transference of
heat probably inflamed the sensitive laminae, triggering off the seedy
toe once again, because c1.t my next visit to the horse tl1at I tried this
on the seedy toe was a lot worse.
If the hors(~ is in hari iwrk such ,:::: hunting, I 1,;ould H,-,it if iossible
until the animal has been turned out for it's summer recess before cutting
out the affected area, because of the danger of injury from flints etc. I
have not yet found it necessary to pe.d out for urotection the sectioned
out feet of any horses, as covering the area would I believe only serve
to hinder the urocess of recovery, knowing that seedy toe thrives without oxygen.
For the owners nart, the cavity or sectioned out area should if
oossible be cleaned out regularly to make sure that no grit has become
lodged there, and then treated with whatever medication has been recommended.
·Also if the feet are of a ooor condition generally, I would advise the
customer to talk to their veterinary surgeon about a su:1ulement foJJ the
horses diet to improve the quality and growth of the horn. Some of my
customers have added powdered gelatine to the feed and this has seemed
to improve feet over a number of months.

I am afraid that seedy toe is not necessarily cleared after the
first treatment and it may well linger for a couole of years or more,
but normally with a regular visit every four th six weeks to check on
it's orogress, it can be irradicated much sooner.

SANDCRACKS
False Sandcrack
The most common type of crack that I have come across is a false
sandcrack, this sort of crack is most likely to occur on a flat footed
horse with weak quarters. Quite often the horse is left too long between
shoeing, this results in the _shoe moving forward with the growth of toe
and then of course the heels of the shoe begin to slip-in off the bearing
surface of the wall. This nuts strain on the quarters, which if the hoof
is dry and brittle can result in a crack forming at the bearing surface
of the wall and extending a varying amount un the wall.
The treatment for such a crack is to burn a horizontal groove at
the cracks U?permost point. Depending on the severity of the crack and
the size of the hoof, the groove should be· of between i-" and I" in width.
If the groove is not wide enough or deep enough the crack can slightly
alter its course using the groove 'en route'. It is a good guide in
ascertaining the thickness of the wall to look at the bearing surface at
the heelq_uarters. The horse will flinch when burning the groove with a hot
tool if either the tool is held in oosltion too long or it has burnt deep
enough to scald the sensitive structures within the foot. So obviously
care must be taken not to burn too far.

False Sandcrack

The horizontal groove at the too of the crack is either not wide enough
or should be dee~er, if it is to stop the crack from travelling uo the
wall.

False Sandcr2.ck

A horizontal croove being burnt a.t the to'l of the f: 1.lse s:indcrack.

False Sandcrack

A clip is placed on the outside heel~tlarter to give support.
Unfortunately the nails are too close to the crack because there is a
lack of strong horn elsewhere.

If the crack nersists or has complications, other methods such as
the fitting of a cooper nlate can be used, this will be explained, under
the heading of Further Treatment.

True Sandcrack
Another tyoe of crack which I term a true sandcrack is one that
originates at the coronary band and extends a varying distance down the
wall, this can be caused by concussion when the horse is being used on
uneven surfaces in hot dry weather, or by an injury to the coronary band
from a tread or a break-out of ous. This disrupts the growth of horn which
can weaken the wall, resulting in a crack forming. Obviously the injury
must be treated, but assuming that there is no further infection ?resent,
the crack must be isolated by burning a 'V' shaue at the cracks lowest
point and extending uuwards to the coronary band.

Surface Cracks
Surface cracks which are due to concussion, extreme weather condition
changes, feet being over d.ressed causing the evaporation of moisture,
and the animal being in a ooor condition or even mares that are in foal
who are lacking condition because the foal is taking it:s share of nourishment. The veterinary surgeon should be consulted by the owner about the
horses diet. For the farriers part a horiz,ontal groove at the cracks
uopermost point will st.op it going any further.
Another point to remember with any sort of crack is the bedding,
because wood shavings tend to over-oil the feet, this causes the feet to
become too hard and brittle, they are then not able to absorb enough
moisture.

Q.uittor Cracks
Sometimes due to a breakout of pus between the coronB,ry band and
the coronary groove, a horizontal crack may appea.r, this is caused by an
interrupted .growth of horn. As lone as the infection is treated, the
actual crack that grows down should not present any problems. The crack
will not extend any further because it is at a right angle to the
direction of the horn tubes.

Q,uittor Crack

'rhe crack that is half way down the wall was ca.used by a breakout of ':>us
at the coronary band.

FALSE

'1UARTER

A false qua,rter is a permanent defect of the w2,ll, and is brought
about by either a c1uittor that is not just an 2.bbcess, but h2,s orogressed
into 2.n ulcerous sore. Or a. bad injury such as f'. tre2.d or a ,.Jire cut.

If the horn ".lrociucint; );,-,,illac of the coron2ry b2,nd have been
dclmaced: this ,, il 1 cause an im )('rfect g-rov:tb of l1orn throu 0 hout the
nnimals life.

Providing that tl::e feet are kept in check, the false quarter should
be relatively trouble free unless it becomes infected.
Further Treatment
Most of the different types of cracks ca.n if not attended to, result
in a complete sandcrack extending from the coronary band to the ground
surface. In such a case, after ma.king sure that there is no infect ion
nresent, the crack must be prevented from moving.
Lameness is often evident due to the 9inching action incurred
during expansion a,nd contraction of the foot. To Drevent movement a number
of methods can be used, which are either to burn a recess on each side of
the crack and then drive a small nail across the crack, clenching it up on
the other side, or to drill a hole from one recess to the other using a
hand drill and then thread a piece of wire through_ the hole, twisting it
together at the front with a pair o: pliers.
I must admit that I have not tried the above methods because I have
had success when using a copper plate. The size of the plate depends on
the foot, but 2 11 is an average width. Four holes are dr.illed and slightly
countersunk, then using either a ¾"or i" No 4 counterqunk brass screw, the
the Plate can be applied, using a bradawl to score the'.wall first. A copper
plate is more malleable than a steel plate and so is fitted a lot easier.
The copper nlate should be refitted using new screws, once the wall has grown
enough to allow it to be fitted higher up the wall again. As the crack grows
down, it is a good idea to burn a horizontal groove at it's u~permost point
to prevent the crack from reappearing.

S"hoeing for Seedy Toe, Sandcracks and False Quarters
'fhe shoes for all three are very similar, and can be out of either
flat metal or fullered concave, but should be of a wide web to give suoport.

The horse due to soreness may favour putting weight on the posterior
part of the foot, if this is the case, a bar shoe can be used to give
extra su0port.
The spacing of nail holes is important because no nails should be
driven near the affected area. Sometimes because of the lack of good strong
wall, and the position of the nails in a. foot with Seedy Toe another clio
' sryreading..
may be needed to secure the shoe, thus preventing the shoe from

False Sandcrack

The clips give suoport to the weak quarter, and the copper plate orevents
movement. Only two nails have been used on the outside Rnd they are well
away from the crack.

In the case of a sandcrack, a clin should be drawn on either side of
the crack, this will helo to~ards immobilisation. But the clips should
not be too close to each other as they would have no grioping nower.
To nrevent concussion being sent un the horn fibres, the shoe can be
set down on the foot surface, or the bearing surface of the wall can be
eased.
To use a bar shoe, with a sect ion of the metal cut out directly belm-1
the crack, will certainly releive aressure at the base of the crack. But
will not provide any protection from flints etc., so therefore ground
conditions must be taken into account.
Caulkins or wedge heels must not be used, because they throw extra
weight on to the toe, this can cause pain and aggravate the trouble.
In the majority of cases a false quarter should be shod along the
same lines as above, but there are exceotions. (See c&.se hitto;ry 3).

li'alse ~andcrack and Seedy Toe.

(case history) I.

The first case that comes to mind is of a thoroughbred mare. It's
feet are of a reasonable shape but the wall and sole are not oarticularly
thick, which is what you would expect for the breed.
During the summer, a surface crack apoeared at th~ toe, this was
:1robably due to the dry weather conditions at the time. The crack extended
from a third of the way up the wall to a third below the coronary band. It
seems I did not oay enough attention to this crack because two months later
the crack had deepened, and so I cleaned off the sharn ~dges down the crack
and then with a hot iron burnt a horizontal groove at the top of the crack
to prevent it from extending upwards any further.
On a subsequent visit I found that seedy toe was now present which
had caused the crack to go further up the wall, the only course of action
now was to clean out the extent of the seedy toe. After doing just that, I
observed the hoof was expanding under pressure so to nrevent any aggravation
1t.•hich might cause the crack to develop further, I affixed a copp ..·r pL:.te
with four brass screws, to help prevent any further movement. I a1plied a
concave shoe with clips on either side of the crack and made sure that -no
nails were near the affected area.
As the horn grew down I made sure at each shoeing that the seedy toe
had not progressed any further. After a number of months the section of wall
had grown enough to be able to remove the copper ola.te and not have to
re-aoply it. As the wall continued to grow down I ke-ot a check on its
progress, making sure that the seedy toe had not reoccurred, until eventually the wall had comuletely reached the ground surface.

Comolete Sandcrack and Seedy Toe

•

(Case history) 2.

I have had more problems with a mare of I8 years of a.e;e. Originally
both front feet had a slight deviation in the coronary band uhich caused the
feet to be weaker at this 1oint. This in itself wa,s no grec1t Droblem, all
the while she w;;,,s being shod regularly with 2., sl1oe thc~t had cli1s on either
side of the denression. Unfortunately the horse went lon&cr than it should
have done before it Kas shod again, but using shoes ,,,ith bilateral cli'.":ls
as before, enabled me to correct the antero-oosterior balance of the feet
::,fter dressing back the toe which h;::d grown too lone. nut a crack had
aopeared at the toe of one foot, and upon investigation l found that there
was some underlying seedy toe. The seedy 'I'oe oersisted and was shortly all
the way un the wall beneath the crack • .Due to the weakened toe and working
on the h2,rd ground a slight movement in the crack caused by exnansion 2-nd
contraction of the foot whilst in motion, was evident. This resulted in the
horse becoming unsound. I was by this time already using a flat shoe that
was three-q_uarter fullered with nails being olaced behind the two toe clins .
To help orevent over exnansion in the footand also to su~oort a false
qu2,rter i,hich was on the. outside heel q_uarter, I put a clio on either side
a:oproximately an inch 2.nd a half from the ends of the heels. I then affixed
a copper -;:>late with brass screws as high U'.) the wall as oossible. The horse
was now more comfortable 2t a slow oace or on the soft but was not able to
be in full work.
After being shod a numbE'r of times it was clear that there must still
be s~me movement in the crack because it was getting no better. I then
consulted a vetinary surgeon who advised trying to immobilise the crack
using Tecnovit Filler, as he had had some success in orevious cases. Under
his direction I then widened the crack to about a half of an inch e.nd cut
a key-way under each side of the crack, this was to give the Tecnovit a
firm fixing. The vet then syringed the crack with Fladuolin to help get rid
of any seedy toe 'Jresent, and then used alcohol as a degreasing 2-.gent before
applying the filler. Once the filler had hardened off !"reapplied the
copper plate.
It was decided that the horse should be box-rested and only led for a
short walk each day. I advised changing the bedding from wood shavings to straw,
but this advice was not taken until a later date. The veterinary surgeon
also orescribed using a couole of food supplements to improve the well being
of the horse which in turn would produce a, better quality of horn growth.
Another suggestion of mine was to massage the coronary band with either
Cornucresine or Vaseline, this would stimulate growth and keep the feet suople.
After anproximately three months the crack was still present, this was
not being helped by the fact that the owner had tried to work the horse 2,nd
also turned it out in the field because it was becoming restless.
I was keeDing the vet informed on the c1.nimals ,regress and suggested
that another course of action would be to give the foot a blister. The vet
agreed to try this method.
After a couple of months the Tecnovit filler became loose and fell out,
but by now the new growth of the wall was fusing together. 'l'he crack took a
long time to grow down as the rate of growth ·was very slow. But it definitely
we.s on the road to recovery when the horse was moved to another area. I must
add that from this Doint on I was not shoeing the horse, just observing.The
horses feet 1-•ere again neglected and the horse was used for slow work, the
combination of which resulted in the crack reforming.

'this i:, :, ·Jic-Lurc of the o l:Jo: itc foot, :~hm·!inr: the ,cvi··tion in the
,·,lll, ,:hich in the other foot re:-:ulted. in a crn.ck: formin;,

Case history 2

'l'he crac:.z h, 1,:·, been filled with ~•ecnovi t, and the coronary border has been
blistered.

Case history 2

0howinr; cormer )lc,te t>.lreo.dy fitted. Note ,,osition of cliDs.

The horse was shortly sold on, and was not worked at all, the shoes
were taken off and whenever the horse was turned out an equiboot was used
on the foot. The farrier under veterinary suoervision screwed a nlate
across the crack, using brass screws and a mild steel plate. The crack is
now thankfully receding down the foot. By observing this treatment I heve
3 fl
learnt that by using a slightly thicker nlate (-rz;thick,
,,1hereas mine w2s
i" in thickness ), immobilisation of the crack ca.n be 2cheivcd more <:2.sily.
This just goes to ~rove that you never know it all.

False quarter

(case history) 3

IJ:'his pc:·.rticular horse is a heavy hunter, that had lost a nortion of
his outside heel. Which I presume was due to a very bad injury.
The horn had re-covered the sensitive foot but was of a sub standard
quality. Although the horse is perfectly sound, the a.rea of sole between
the bar and the wall has a slightly reddened area. The bruising is either
caused by internal damage or lack of support at the heel.
When using a shoe with a normal width of heel, the bearing is limited
to the outer wall. This puts strain uuon the weakened point of the foot,
· causing it to split up the horn tubes. To prevent this ha-opening, I made
and fitted a shoe with a 'halfpenny scroll' turned inwards on the outside
heel. So now the shoe has a good bearing on the bar, giving support and
cover to the affected area.

Case History 3

This shoe does not offer enougt, suo'."lort on the outside heel.

Case History

3

The 'halfoenny scroll' gives addel cover on the heel.
The toe has been rolled and hard surfacing weld has been added, because
the horse tends to wear his toe.

